
JOINT VENTURE
PARTNERSHIP GUIDE



Carpe Diem Property have an established track record of successfully structuring Joint Venture
Partnerships based on creating value for all stakeholders.

Our agility means we are open to working on small to large projects and can deliver financial
solutions to assist land and property owners to overcome challenges they face.

We have successfully structured solutions to unlock a site's planning potential and land
promotion partnerships including:

- Construction Joint Ventures.
- Sale and Leasebacks.
- Equity Investment Partnerships.

For a typical property owner, undertaking a property development within a joint venture
partnership, it will deliver:
- Increased profitability.
- Which is relative to disposing the land or property directly to the market undeveloped.

As part of the joint venture, the property owner will have an agreement with a developer,
where they contribute the land, and the developer contributes expertise and capital to take
the project forward.

A joint venture partnership may be structured either to take a property through the planning
process and create an exit scenario and or the construction and sales process follows to
maximise the mutual benefit, which results in the sale or retention of some or all of the assets.

JOINT VENTURE PARTNERSHIP OVERVIEW

Our Directors have, 
“A 100% planning approval track record to date. 

Achieving over 50,000 sq ft of residential & 20,000 sq ft of commercial space across London.”



In order to be successful, a joint venture partnership must strike the right balance to meet the objectives of
both landowner and developer. Carpe Diem Property’s aim is to firstly establish the objectives of their
partners to ensure these can be meet.

The objectives of the landowner will then form the basis and structure of the Joint Venture, generally
consisting of a base land value, timings of payments, structure and tax implication for the landowner.

From the outset we lay out where the key value drivers and risk factors for the project lie, to provide
landowners with a clear view of the risks and rewards. In general, the key areas of risk are in the planning
process, during construction and during the sales phase.

Obtaining planning consent can be a lengthy process and even with our 100% planning track record, the
planning process remains a risky. To offset this risk, we will firstly establish a base land value with the joint
venture partner, which is guaranteed. The project is then valued once iterations have been made and
planning consent is obtained, to ensure a fair and transparent process.

Once the Joint Venture Partnership proceeds into the construction process following planning permission
being obtained, the joint venture partnership can either have an agreed construction budget already in
place or prepare this based on the planning consent.

If a construction budget is agreed to prior to planning consent being approved, it will contain an element of
risk for the developer, which in turn may affect the agreed land value. During this process the landowner
may engage a third party impartial cost consultant to review our build costs, to ensure they are in line with
the market.

Sales values post construction may change dependent of various economic factors, but generally we would
underwrite conservative sales forecasts to ensure we can achieve a strong base case project outcome, and
outperform for our JV partners should we achieve higher sales values.

We would also ensure the project is structured in a way to ensure the Joint Venture partners could have the
option to refinance and retain their respective stakes in the project, as an alternative to market sales.

JOINT VENTURE PARTNERSHIP STRUCTURE



JOINT VENTURE PARTNERSHIP PROCESS

STEP 1: 
- Based on the property owners’ requirements, a base land payment is agreed as well as how payments will be sequenced. 

- Other consideration such as their tax situation, the existing land ownership structure are factored in. 

STEP 2: 
- Based on the developers input and risk parameters, a profit share split is agreed upon. 

STEP 3: 
- The property is then taken through the planning process and planning consent is secured.

- Based on costs and the value created through planning, the property is then valued by an independent valuer to reach a fair 
market value. 

STEP 4: 
- The project is then either sold if this is a mutually agreed exit or is it is taken through the full construction process, then through to 

the sales process, whereby the developer assumes all development risks. 

STEP 5: 
- End result post sales, the land owner receives the agreed enhanced land value payment plus the agreed profit share, enhancing 

their returns relative to selling an undeveloped asset and without taking any development risk
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